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Cross Correlation 

• Cross correlation with a kernel can find the 

location of the Bragg peaks. 

• Calculate the difference between the individual 

Bragg peaks patterns with the average pattern 

to measure strain.

DPC

•  𝜀𝑥= ൗ
ⅆ𝜙

ⅆ𝑥
𝐺𝑥, where 𝜙 is the phase shift of the 

scattered electron beam, 𝐺 is the diffraction 

space position vector.

• The phase shift is correlated with the center of 

mass of the Bragg disk. We reconstructed the 

phase and calculated the strain from each of 

the Bragg disk, then averaged the strain.
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MethodsIntroduction

• Si and Ge doped Si are widely used in 

transistors. The sharp transition between two 

material creates unique strain (Δ𝑥/𝑥). 

Understanding it allows making                

better transistor.

4D-STEM

Electron beam scans 

across the sample.
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• Strain can be measured by 

4-Dimensional Scanning 

Transmission Electron 

Microscopy or 4D-STEM. 

  - Atomic distance is 

inversely proportional to 

Bragg peak distance.

Iterative Bragg Ptychography

• Bragg ptychography uses a small convergence 

angle, which has nonoverlapping Bragg disks. 

But blurry Bragg disks occur if strained. 

• The iterative method guesses the sample 

phase, compares it with data, and updates.

Results
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X Strain Map in Simulation

• Blurred: Accounts for the diffraction limit of the 

lens by convolving strain map with the probe

• Best resolution: ptychography

• Gibbs phenomenon due to sharp interface

• Overlapping Bragg disks at the interface allow 

ptychography, but cause ineffective location 

identification in cross correlation

X Strain Map in Experiment

• Similar strain transition from layer to layer but 

has different magnitude

• Blur out the Gibbs fluctuations in ptychography

• Apply ptychography to experiment

• Quantify errors in different approaches

Future Work

• Interference between 

electron waves at 

overlapping Bragg disks 

provides phase 

information. 

• Traditional iterative 

ptychography uses a 

large convergence angle 

to create overlapping 

Bragg disks
Blurry disks at the 

Si/Si-Ge transition 

using small 

convergence angle


